
 

8 X 60 MINUTES 

8 WOMEN 
8 WAYS OF LIFES 

8 COUNTRIES 
ALL NOMADS 



 

I DON'T WANT A BUSY 
LIFE WHERE I 

CONSTANTLY PUT OFF 
THE BEST AND MOST 
IMPORTANT THINGS  

UNTIL I RETIRE. I 
WANT TO LIVE NOW 

T H U Y M I  D O

The term Millennial is contentious, but love it or hate it they’re here to stay. They have fueled the NOMAD 

movement; a way of life that rejects the typical 9-5 jobs, having a career at the same company and the need for a 

heavily mortgaged home. The world for them is a small place, a playground they build their lives around 

discovering. With most North Americans not getting more than 2 weeks of holiday a year,  society has an 

overwhelming fascination with this generation of free spirited travelers.

 

Ebonie Finley, a seasoned solo traveler herself, wants to demystify the nomadic lifestyle and truly understand 

the life behind the blogs, vlogs and carefully curated instagram photos. Ebonie will spend 3-5 days with nomads 

ranging from spear-hunters and photographers to yacht chefs and fashion vloggers; interviewing them, living a 

few days in their life, realizing their passions, uncovering the challenges and hardships and why it’s all worth it.

 

Take a journey with Ebonie as she discovers how, why and what makes the Nomad Generation tick!

SUMMARY 



 

Season 1 of Nomad Generation aims to break the barriers and debunk the 

fears of solo female travel.  After the highly acclaimed French language web 

series of Nomad Generation aired, Ebonie was bombarded by questions. 

85% of which came from women! They were curious to understand how 

Ebonie organized her solo travel, whether she felt safe and whether the 

absence of a male travel companion posed any particular challenges.  Thus, 

she decided that the first season should empower the female nomad by 

showcasing incredible women and their individually unique and awe-

inspiring stories.

 

Ebonie’s own experience as a solo traveler guided her search for the right 

female nomad. She was looking for women whose stories showcased their 

independence and intrinsic curiosity, while being relatable and passionate. 

Her research led her to 8 fantastic women, from the relatively unknown to 

established influencers with thousands of social media followers.

 
 

Katy Esquivel - 4,4M 
Melanie Vandersluis - 203k 

Valentine Thomas - 183k 
Cattherine Simard - 97k 

Thuymi Do - 77k 
 

FOLLOWERS STATS 

SEASON 1
 



MEET THE NOMADS 

 

I REMEMBER 
SITTING AT MY 

DESK IN 
LONDON IN 

FRONT OF MY 
WORK 

DESKTOP AND 
THINKING TO 

MYSELF - WHY 
AM I DOING 

THIS?

T R A V E L  W I T H  U S

Valentine Thomas 



After completing a bachelor’s 

in business marketing, she 

thought she would do what 

most people do - settle into a 

career in her field, buy a house 

and lead an ordinary life. 

Fortunately, her childhood 

nomadic tendencies boiled 

back to the surface and she 

knew her infatuation with 

traveling and adventure was 

far from over.

THE CREATOR/HOST 
Ebonie was traveling before she was 

even born, in her mother’s womb. 

Being half Bahamian and half 

Canadian she split her childhood 

between The Caribbean and Quebec. 

It was that unique upbringing that led 

to her lifelong wanderlust.

EBONIE FINLEY 

As an international model, a 

participant on The Amazing Race 

Canada Season 5 and Canada’s Next 

Top Model Season 3 Ebonie is just as 

comfortable in front of the camera as 

she is behind it. Her cheerful and 

dynamic personality allows viewers 

to live vicariously through her 

experiences.

 

Ebonie’s natural curiosity coupled 

with her extensive travel track record 

enable her to extract the best stories 

out of the nomads. Her natural 

easiness ensures unfettered 

privileged access to the daily lives so 

that viewers get a real sense of what 

lies behind the perfect instagram 

videos and photos.

 

She has been carrying the vision of 

Nomad Generation for more than 

three years and is is devoted to 

sharing her own story as well as those 

of her fellow female travelers.

 

 



Equipped with her harpoon and being 

able dive to depths of 75 feet, 

Valentine is a force to be reckoned 

with. It’s also what earns her a living 

and feeds her everyday. Following 

her life changing trip to Egypt, she 

decided to leave her comfortable life 

in London to become an instructor 

for PADI in the Caribbean. When 

she’s not teaching or fishing, 

Valentine is promoting a special 

cause close to her heart: sustainable 

and equitable fisheries.

INTERNATIONAL 
SPEARFISHING 

HUNTRESS
Valentine Thomas had always been 

afraid of the ocean, yet she was also 

obsessed with it. Seven years ago she 

sought to overcome her fear with an 

apnea course in Egypt. Little did she 

know that it would radically change 

the course of her life with her greatest 

fear becoming both her livelihood and 

utmost passion.

VALENTINE THOMAS

Valentine understands  the importance 

of preserving our oceans and feels a 

real sense of happiness when she cooks 

and eats her own catch.

 

Her passion has allowed her to become 

an international authority in the world 

of fishery and a spokespersons for 

several organizations on sustainable 

consumption. Valentine is constantly 

traveling the world to promote 

responsible fishing and has appeared 

on Joe Rogan, TEDTalks and Vice to 

name a few. She is dedicating her life to 

increase ecological awareness, from 

working with governments to draw up 

ocean protecting policies, to teaching 

remote communities how to fish more 

ecologically.One of her greatest 

accomplishments is her own worldwide 

seminar focusing on ecology and self 

improvement for women - she is after 

all working in a man’s world.

 

At 34 she does not yet own her own 

house, preferring instead to call the 

ocean her home.EPISODE 1



Katy says what differentiates her 

channel from thousands of other 

fashion vloggers is that she doesn’t 

impose her look and style on her 

viewers. Instead she helps them to 

understand how to best dress based 

on their own personal taste and body 

type. “It’s as a much about what you 

like as what suits you and I try to help 

women push their own boundaries 

while still being comfortable.”

TRAVELING FASHION 
VLOGGER

Katy Esquivel is best know for her 

Youtube Fashion channel 

WhatTheChic with over 4.4 M 

subscribers around the world. Based 

on this initial success, she launched 

her own personal travel channel, 

which - together with her Instagram 

profile earned her another 3 M 

subscribers.

KATY ESQUIVEL

Katy is the #1 Latin American fashion 

YouTuber as well as the top social 

media influencer from Peru. She 

continues to expand her reach by 

attending conferences like 

Telemundo and LatinWe’s. Katy 

never imagined she’s be traveling the 

world as a fashion blogger/vlogger 

but when she met Christian LeBlanc 

(a famous travel vlogger himself) she 

solidified her status as part of the 

Nomad Generation. Together they 

decided to travel the world earning 

money from their various sponsors, 

YouTube channels and conferences.

 

One of Katy’s main goals is to inspire 

women worldwide to take more risks. 

She encourages them to live life more 

freely through their clothes and life 

choices. She attributes much of her 

success to traveling and the freedom 

it provides to change your 

perspective on life. 

EPISODE 2



By the time Carter was 5 years old, they 

were living in San Francisco, one of the 

most expensive cities in the US.

Despite her life in a middle class high, 

rise, the fancy car and annual leave - 

Bionca wanted more for herself and 

Carter. In  2017,  Bionca wrote in a 

travel  forum “One day I will travel the 

world with my son.” Someone replied : 

“What’s stopping you from doing it 

now?”. She realized at the moment she 

had being pushing away a dream that 

could be realized right now.

VAN LIFE, LIFE COACH

Bionca Smith’s childhood wasn’t easy. 

She grew up in a poverty stricken part 

of California in a house full of roaches. 

Two weeks after her son Carter was 

born, Bionca became a single mom and 

made a promise on a tear; that she 

would work so hard and be so 

successful that her son would never 

remember the struggle it took to get 

there.

BIONCA SMITH
 

Bionca didn’t know how she was going to do 

it but she decided to spin the globe and let 

chance make the decision for her. As the 

globe spun she closed her eyes, laid her 

finger on the spinning orb and opened them 

to discover Thailand would be their starting 

point. She put in her 30-day notice for her 

apartment,cancelled her utilities, 

subscriptions, sold all their belongings and 

enrolled Carter in a virtual school. Their 

journey had begun.

 

Mother and son traveled the world together. 

Bionca used this time to begin writing about 

her experiences, progressing to public 

speaking and eventually working as a life 

coach. When they returned to the US Bionca 

was determined to keep traveling. To keep 

the family expenses down she bought a van, 

made it their home which they use to 

continue to travel around the United States. 

Carter does a mix of home school, virtual 

school and life school as Bionca meets 

people who reach out to her, inspired by her 

story.

 

They don’t know what is next but they will 

keep going because whatever it is, they see it 

as so much better and more freeing than 

their old life.EPISODE 3



She firmly believes that you can have a 

stable job, earn good money and still 

manage to travel the world.

 

With a bachelor’s degree in 

communication and very little work 

experience she decided in 2013 to 

leave her boyfriend, friends and life in 

Canada behind in order to return to 

her roots. After her childhood in 

Canada she arrived in Saigon, Vietnam 

where her family stems from. What 

she lacked in plans, she made up for in 

motivation.

CORPORATE NOMAD

At first glance Thuymi Do doesn’t look 

like your typical nomad; in fact she 

appears to resemble more of the 

typical 9-5 career-woman. With her 

corporate job she’s almost the 

antithesis of a modern nomad, but 

Thuymi says she’s outsmarting the 

system.

THUYMI DO
 

Her determination and motivation 

paid off when she was offered a job 

with an ad agency in New York 

working remotely in Vietnam. It was 

perfect, she loved her life in Saigon 

and it provided her with unlimited 

access to the rest of South East Asia. 

She would take weekend trips to Bali, 

Thailand, Laos, Cambodia and more. 

After touring Asia Thuymi decided 

she wanted more and found a new 

job, this time working remotely as an 

International Manager for 

Microsofts’ African and Middle 

Eastern markets.

 

Her new job allowed her to see the 

Pyramids in Egypt, go on Safari in 

Kenya and enjoy nights out in Beirut 

all whilst working.

 

She is now planning on using her 

experience with Microsoft to become 

a corporate self-employed nomad so 

that she can  continue to explore the 

world at her own pace.EPISODE 4



She now admits that the only reason 

she stayed in what she deems a very 

superficial industry is because she 

loved the creative aspect of her 

work.

 

One day she woke up and realized 

that her life as a model and fashion 

stylist was draining, it was molding 

her into someone she was not. The 

pressure to be perfect was too much 

and Catherine had had enough.

 

TRAVEL 
PHOTOGRAPHER

Catherine Simard has spent her life 

trying to discover her passion. She 

originally obtained a B.A. in Sciences 

to go onto Medical School but she 

declined , in order to pursue her 

passion for fashion. For over a decade 

she successfully worked as an 

international model and later as an art 

director.

CATHERINE SIMARD
 

She was craving something tangible, 

something real that would give meaning to 

her life. Traveling seemed like the perfect 

way to discover what that was.

 

Within two weeks she had sold her 

apartment, all her furniture and designer 

clothes and with only a backpack boarded 

a one way flight to Australia. It was a 

turning point in her life as she discovered 

her love for nature and the desire to flip 

the paradigm to get behind the camera and 

learn photography was born.

 

She now works as a full time 

travel/landscape photographer. With over 

96k followers on social media and clients 

around the world, she has turned her 

passion into a success story. Whenever she 

does come home to Quebec she gives 

photography workshops, hoping to 

galvanize other women like herself. She 

tells her audience that her main clients are 

Sony and The North face but in fact - she is 

her own biggest client. Photography for 

Catherine is her passion and her way or 

expressing herself but it’s also the meaning 

behind her travels.
EPISODE 5



For Jasmine there was never really a 

life before snowboarding, it’s literally 

in her blood. Her family has owned a 

ski Chalet nestled at the base of a 

private ski resort in Ontario for more 

than four decades. Growing up, winter 

weekends were spent exclusively at 

the chalet. As she improved her skills 

she sought more daring runs. Now she 

travels from British Colombia to 

Argentina in search of year round 

snow. She claims to see life though her 

snowboarding goggles.

SNOWBOARD JUNKIE

Jasmine could hardly walk before she 

started snowboarding. At the age of 2 

she was tumbling down the mountain 

but as she grew and got better so did 

her passion for the sport. She’s now 

head over heels in love traveling the 

globe for virgin mountains with fresh 

snow to shred.

JASMINE BAIRD 
Practice and determination are two 

words Jasmine uses to describe her 

passion for snowboarding. It leads her 

from being an amateur to five years ago 

getting into freestyle snowboarding and 

now being ranked 2nd in all of Canada. 

Her goal? the 2022 Olympic Winter 

Games, competing in slopestyle and big 

air.

 

As far as traveling goes, the big turning 

point was in 2017 when she was 

accepted onto the Canadian “Next 

Generation” development team. It’s 

allowed her to snowboard anywhere in 

the world anytime there is snow. 

Granted she’s living out of a 

snowboarding bag, sleeping in a 

different bed every week but she’s also 

meeting other riders from all over the 

world.

 

Even if she wasn’t competing Jasmine 

says she would still be traveling the 

world chasing snow and having powder 

days. She hopes to make is as a 

professional snowboarder but no matter 

what will continue to live in the 

mountains carving the slopes.

re
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Valerie was so surprised at how easy 

it was to travel with an infant that 

after the beach holiday she and her 

husband decided to continue. With 

winter looming in Europe they 

booked a one way flight to sunny 

South East Asia where they explored 

the islands of the region. Along the 

way Nomad Mom got pregnant once 

again. The burgeoning family 

returned to Berlin to welcome baby 

#2 only 18 months after their first 

child. 

BABY-PRENEUR

When her first child was only seven 

weeks old, Valerie Bernt decided to 

drive from her hometown of Berlin to 

the beach for a couple weeks. Two 

years and one baby later, she, her 

husband and now two children have 

been traversing the globe. Oh and 

they also managed to find time to 

found a company along the way.

VALERIE BERNT
Traveling with 2 under 2?!?! One would 

immediately think CHAOS! But this 

didn’t stop the Bernt family from hitting 

the road again and founding a company 

to boot.

 

So how did it all happen? After months of 

carrying nomad babies over the 

mountains, through waterfalls and up 

volcanoes using all sorts of baby carriers 

Valerie and her hubby became experts in 

their own right. They decided to take all 

their knowledge and create their own 

baby carrier, called Rookie, when baby 

#2 entered the picture. Despite now 

manufacturing a physical product, they 

are still location independent.

 

Whilst traveling the family stays off the 

beaten path and instead opts to 

establish “daily routines”. They have 

their beach days but also their local 

market days, cooking days and out to 

dinner nights all the while trying their 

best to find time to work. Their goal is to 

create a sustainable, location 

independent family enterprise that 

produces the most versatile, adaptable 

baby carrier on the planet.EPISODE 7



Now years later Melanie doesn’t 

regret her degree. It helps her in her 

everyday life and work but it 

certainly wasn’t a career path. 

Growing up with ambitiously 

entrepreneurial parents, Melanie 

believes she was almost destined to 

become her own boss. Despite the 

insistence that she finish university 

her parents have been incredibly 

supportive and she credits this 

support with her success as the 

female entrepreneur she is now.

CONTENT CREATOR 
Melanie Vandersluis went to 

university. She studied psychology 

and she hated it. She admits to “almost 

losing her marbles” while sitting in 

class wondering why everyone 

seemed to care so much more than 

her. Upon reaching that “what the hell 

am I doing here” moment, her father 

intervened insisting that she graduate 

so she always had a Plan B.

MELANIE VANDERSLUIS
 

Melanie started, Melanie Audrey, her 

first e-commerce business in 2014. 

Back then she was fashioning 

bracelets with semi-precious stones. 

Business was booming!

 

Then on a trip to Bali in 2016 she 

discovered the world of content 

creation and was instantly hooked. 

Her natural prowess for business was 

a perfect fit. In under a year Melanie 

went from 5000 instagram followers 

to nearly 100,000. She managed to 

create a full fledged sustainable 

business from her instagram platform 

in 18 months. Her work spans the 

spectrum of “cool projects” ranging 

from fashion and lifestyle to travel 

and tourism boards.

 

Melanie admits that just like any job 

there are struggles and near burn- 

outs are common but she wouldn’t 

have it any other way - she’s her own 

boss, she’s follows her passion and 

she’s not slaving away in an office.

re
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EPISODE 
BREAKDOWN

 

LIVING IN A 
VAN, I DON'T 

HAVE TO 
WORRY ABOUT 

HOW LONG I 
WANT TO STAY 
SOMEWHERE. 
THAT IS THE 

BLISS OF 
FREEDOM. I 

CAN PARK & 
LIVE 

ANYWHERE !
Bionca Smith 



BLOCK 1

EPISODE TEASER 0:00 - 0:50
A BRIEF TEASER OF WHAT IS 
ABOUT TO COME IN THIS 
EPISODE OR A HOOK, PUNCH 
LINE

OPENING LOGO/ 
ANIMATION 0:50 - 1:00 ON B-ROLL

FIRST 
IMPRESSIONS 1:00 – 2:00

EBONIE IS IN A NEW COUNTRY 
TO MEET A NEW NOMAD. SHE 
SHARES HER FIRST 
IMPRESSIONS

CULTURAL 
SEGMENT 2:00 – 4:00

SHORT PRESENTATION ABOUT 
THE COUNTRY OF THIS 
EPISODE

MEETING THE 
NOMAD 4:00- 6:00 EBONIE IS GREETED BY THE 

NOMAD(S) OF THE EPISODE

THE NOMAD’S 
HOME 6:00-8:00

EBONIE GET’S A GLIMPSE OF 
WHERE THE NOMAD(S) LIVE FOR 
NOW ( A BOAT, A TENT, A YOUTH 
HOSTEL, A VAN, ETC. )



BLOCK  2

INTERVIEW 8:00-10:00 BIO OF NOMAD 

1ST ACTIVITY 10:00-17:00
ACTIVITY/ADVENTURE + VO 
OF INTERVIEW + INTERVIEW 
BITS

NOMAD(S) 
LIFESTYLE 17:00 – 21:00

WE DISCOVER MORE ABOUT 
HOW THE NOMAD LIVES ON 
DAY TO DAY BASIS

CULTURAL 
ACTIVITY 21:00-26:00

CULTURAL ACTIVITY THAT IS 
SPECIAL TO THE COUNTRY 
EBONIE IS VISITING

INTERVIEW 26:00-28:00
BIG CHALLENGE / A SECRET IS 
ABOUT TO BE REVEALED 
SOON 

2ND ACTIVITY 28:00-35:00 ACTIVITY/ADVENTURE + VO OF 
INTERVIEW + INTERVIEW BITS



BLOCK 3

INTERVIEW 28:00-30:00 WE UNCOVER A SECRET OF THE 
NOMADS LIFE

NOMAD(S) 
LIFESTYLE 30:00-32:00

HOW DOES THIS NOMAD 
MAKE MONEY ? PAYS THE 
BILLS ?

INTERVIEW 32:00-34:00 HOW THE CHALLENGE WAS 
OVERCOME / SUCCESS STORY

3RD ACTIVITY 34:00-41:00
ACTIVITY/ADVENTURE + VO 
OF INTERVIEW + INTERVIEW 
BITS

REFLECTION / 
CLOSING SCENE 41:00 – END

EBONIE AND NOMAD REFLECT 
ON HOW THIS IS POSSIBLE 
FOR SOMEONE ELSE / 
INSPIRATIONAL

CREDITS CREDITS ON B-ROLL OR BLOOPERS



PROOF OF CONCEPT 
WEB SERIES 

 

IF WE WERE 
MEANT TO 

STAY IN ONE 
PLACE, WE 

WOULD HAVE 
ROOTS 

INSTEAD OF 
FEET

Rachel Wolchin

1.5 MILLION VIEWS IN JUST 3 MONTHS! 



Ebonie’s determination to bring the Nomad Generation to viewers 

around the world is not new. In 2017 after months of work, Ebonie finally 

amassed enough local sponsors in Quebec to fund a French language web 

series. With only a two person crew, she set off to circumnavigate the 

globe documenting the life of 12 nomads around the world.

DID  YOU  

KNOW  ?  

What came of the months of work and travel were 6 well crafted episodes which 

Ebonie single-handedly produced, directed and hosted. They were featured in the 

popular French travel magazine, Nomad Junkies. In less than three months the 

series had more than 1.5 million unique views. Viewer engagement was similarly 

staggering with Ebonie receiving hundreds of questions inquiring how to change 

their life to become part of Generation Nomad.

The acclaimed web 

series grew into an 

instant success and 

collected over 1,5 

million views on 

social media in a 

period of 3 months



The question now is not whether this is a proven concept, but how 

big it can become as an English language series internationally!


